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SAY IT

loud
Kasia wears Jac+Jack
shirt, $260, Lisa Ho
orange blazer, $599,
both from David Jones;
Andre Courreges new
vintage pants, $395,
from ML Vintage;
Maison Michel Virginie
salmon hat, $595, from
Christine; Witchery
cherry heels, $169.95;
Marni Edition cuff,
$245, from Belinda.
Joe wears Extinct navy
linen blazer, $349;
Extinct chambray Mao
collar shirt, $199;
Vanishing Elephant
polka-dot shorts, $100;
Zara shoes, $69.95.

Stockists
Belinda, 9510 2287
Cheap Monday, (02) 8335 4502,
cheapmonday.com
Christine, 9654 2011
David Jones, 13 33 57
Dion Lee II and Dion Lee, (02) 9368 7711,
dionlee.com
Ellery, (02) 9318 2830, elleryland.com
Extinct, 9419 3360, extinct.com.au
Josh Goot, (02) 9356 2233, joshgoot.com
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Magdalena Velevska, (02) 9517 3304
ML Vintage, 9826 6789
Sportsgirl, sportsgirl.com.au
Sretsis, (02) 9281 1110
Witchery and Witchery Man, 1800 640 249,
witchery.com.au
Vanishing Elephant, (02) 9368 7711,
vanishingelephant.com
Zara, 8663 0400
Zomp, 1300 656 008, zomp.com.au

PICTURES SIMON SCHLUTER
STYLING EMILY WARD
HAIR AND MAKE-UP YVONNE BORLAND
LOCATION MELBOURNE RECITAL CENTRE
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We know it’s hard, Melbourne,
but this spring it’s time to cast
aside the black and embrace
bold colours. Natalie Craig
talks to the experts about how
it’s done.

Marni Edition red-spot
shirt, $645; Marni
Edition green necklace,
$395; Marni cream
belt, $275, all from
Belinda; Sretsis purple
ostrich-feather dress,
$882; Robert Clergerie
red raffia sandals,
$450, from Christine.

E

verything you know about wearing colours is wrong.
Clashing is good. Blue and green should be seen.
Liquorice allsort isn’t a lolly, it’s a look.
Colours, as any young fashionista will tell you, are in
this summer and drab tones are out. Well, as out as they
will ever be in Melbourne.
But can everyone wear yellow? Is ‘‘lagoon’’ really a colour?
Won’t head-to-toe orange, peach and lime just make someone look
like a bad ’80s cocktail?
No, designers say, that’s what we call colour blocking: wearing
solid, clashing colours from head to toe, such as a tangerine skirt, a
peach blouse and a lemon belt. Get the drift?
Of course, colourful garb is easy to mock. And while there is a
fine line this season between fashion and fruit salad, clinging to
Melbourne black just won’t put the spring in our step. So we’ve
asked experts to help us see the light this season.

STEP ONE: Hues for you
Blending the best hues of the ’80s with the trend for high-vis safety
wear, the ‘‘hot’’ colours of the season are neons, bright pinks and
reds, aquatic blues and greens, and acid yellows.
Not surprisingly, it’s the spendthrift vibe of the ’80s that retailers
hope to channel.
‘‘What we’re seeing is a reaction to the quite dark, utilitarian
season last year, which was influenced by the global financial
crisis,’’ says the director of trend forecaster Scout, Tony Bannister.
He says retailers hope the colour revival will trigger a renewed
interest in fashion and shopping. They are also aware that strong,
bright colours are not for everyone.
‘‘There will be bright neon shades as well as the softer, chalkier
versions of these colours, which will suit different complexions,’’
Bannister says.
That could mean, for example, forest green instead of traffic-light
green, and gold instead of neon yellow.
But wait, there’s more. Of course, not all colours will suit you, so
the trick is finding your colour complement.
Personal stylist Caaren Hulme is a former costumier for TV
shows including Neighbours, where she learnt which colours made
actors look sexy — or sick.
‘‘With an actress like Kimberley Davies, we’d be playing up her
beauty,’’ Hulme says. ‘‘But if Harold Bishop [Ian Smith] was in the
hospital, for example, we’d try to pick colours that made him look
sallow and unwell.’’
So, to avoid looking like Harold post-heart attack (or Madge
post-septicaemia), she advises wearing your most flattering colours
close to your face.
These can be discerned at home or with her two-hour colour
analysis test, in which she holds a series of coloured swatches
against a client’s skin and assesses the effects.
In general, rose pink, white, silver and emerald will balance a
complexion with a yellowish base, which means the person should
stick to ‘‘cool’’ colours. That means green (but not khaki), pink
(but not coral) and red (but not orange).
By contrast, people whose complexion is lifted by orange, cream,

gold and khaki are flattered by ‘‘warm’’ colours
and will look good in anything with a yellowish,
rather than blue, base. So, lime instead of
turquoise and magenta (a reddish purple)
instead of violet.
Hulme says the advice applies to European,
Asian and African skin colours, because all can
have an undertone of yellow or blue.
However, the ‘‘strength’’ of your complexion
is also important, which is why dark-skinned
people generally look better in clear, bright
colours and very pale people look better in
muted or muddied tones.
If all this sounds hair-splittingly tricky,
Hulme says the more instinctive ‘‘blink test’’
can be an easier way to choose colours.
‘‘If you’re trying something on, close your
eyes, then take a look,’’ she says. ‘‘What do
you see first? You, or the colour? You should
be wearing the colour; the colour shouldn’t
wear you.’’

STEP TWO: Just a splash
In this case, the old rule stands: accessories are
a safe way to feel fashionable, without looking
like a fashion victim.
Coloured shoes, bags and belts abound this
season, and although they’re not quite as
versatile as those in trusty black or brown,
mismatched accessories are not as gauche as
they once were.
‘‘The Queen does matchy-matchy very well,’’
stylist Franco Schifilliti says. ‘‘That doesn’t mean you
have to.’’
Continued page 10

‘‘

There will be bright neon shades as well as the
softer, chalkier versions of these colours.
TONY BANNISTER, TREND FORECASTER

’’

Dion Lee II silk bra top, $150; Dion Lee
perspective silk blazer, $1290; Sportsgirl
fluoro yellow belt, $16.95; Magdalena
Velevska accordion skirt, $379.
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He suggests trying a blue bag and some lemon shoes, or a
bright lipstick with clashing belt.
For your outfit, white is preferable to black — or go
nude if you dare.
‘‘When we say nude we mean anything, really, from
that real flesh tone to camel,’’ Schifilliti says. ‘‘If you don’t
want to go down the whole colour path, just keep your
outfit neutral and add a great turquoise shoe or a brightpink bag.’’
Former Vogue Melbourne editor Anthea O’Connor,
now a stylist for Westfield, says hats are among her
favourite accessories this season.
‘‘I might do a great panama hat, with differentcoloured grosgrain ribbon,’’ she says. ‘‘Electric blue
instead of black. Looks unreal.’’

STEP THREE: Monochroming
If you’re not brave enough to try colour blocking but still
want people to stop you at the traffic lights, Schifilliti
suggests choosing one garment in a bright, bold colour.
‘‘I quite often love for a woman to slip on a beautiful
bright-coloured jacket but wear it against white,’’ he says.
‘‘Or wear a bright dress, with a little bit of flounce to
soften it. Hot.’’
The more adventurous can pair two garments in
different shades of the same colour.
‘‘It’s what we call tonal clashing,’’ Schifilliti says. ‘‘You
could wear, for example, a soft coral top with a brightorange skirt.’’
Other tonal clashes could include fuchsia pink and
red, or royal blue and turquoise.
You can also get away with wearing colours that don’t
suit you if you wear them on the bottom, rather than the
top, he says. ‘‘Choose your best neutral for around your
face and wear the colour on the bottom, in, say, a maxi
skirt or a wide-legged palazzo pant.’’
O’Connor says pairing coloured tops with denim or a
neutral-coloured suit also works.
‘‘If you just want to dip your toe in the water, a
fabulous block-coloured top worn with your denim is a
brilliant way to give it a go,’’ she says.
‘‘Or if you have to be in a bit more of a corporate
mould, get a great emerald top and put it back with your
black suit.’’
Coloured denims are also cool, even for those old
enough to still own a pair from the ’80s. ‘‘I can’t wait to
do a pair of bright-coloured jeans,’’ O’Connor says. ‘‘A
bold jean, with a silk shirt or a T-shirt and a great pair of
flat, tan sandals? Love it.’’

STEP FOUR: To boldly go
The true essence of the season, stylists say, is boldness,
and there’s plenty of scope for those who want to go ‘‘all
the way’’.
Indeed, if the crowds at new European chain store
Zara are anything to go by, we are already mad for the

Tips for men
Young men are ahead of the trend for high-octane colours,
wearing neons to festivals, nightclubs and the beach.
But anyone old enough to have owned an original
Hypercolour T-shirt, circa 1988, is likely to want something
more subtle.
Bannister and Schifilliti advise men to try wearing a
bright colour on the bottom, with a black or navy top.
‘‘They could wear bright blue or red pants, or even a
slightly pink chino,’’ Bannister says. ‘‘On the top, you can
go a bit more preppy than the women. So gingham shirts,
striped shirts and maybe just a cool jacket in a hot colour
thrown on over an otherwise plain outfit.’’
Schifilliti is fond of the ‘‘citron’’ yellow shorts in the
collection of Italian designer Clemente Talarico, worn with a
blue top, or the ‘‘saffron slim pants’’ by emerging
Melbourne label Handsom, worn with black.
Arthur Galan, a stalwart of menswear in Melbourne, has
designed jackets, slim trousers and striped tops in ‘‘air
force blue’’ and vibrant orange.
Will blokes really embrace the fruity look? ‘‘Well, I think
some designers are not so sure men are going to accept it,’’
Schifilliti says. ‘‘But if you want to stand out, guys, just one
strong colour in your outfit will help you look really fresh.’’

Witchery shirt, $89.95; Zara green knit,
$49.95; and blazer, $119; Cheap Monday
slim chino in Blue, $90.
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more vibrant end of the visual spectrum.
‘‘Zara had a really bright colour story that was here
when the Melbourne store opened in May,’’ Bannister
says. ‘‘And it’s been very successful.’’
Stylist Emily Ward says young people in particular are
adopting an ‘‘anything goes’’ aesthetic.
‘‘They’re playing with fashion more, thanks to
bloggers and their emphasis on personal style ... I think
the whole colour thing will be quite liberating in that
way, because there’s a lot of options,’’ she says.
Still, a riot of colour on some people could look like a
technicoloured yawn on others, Schifilliti says.
‘‘This is not a zone for the timid,’’ he warns. ‘‘Proceed
with caution because not all colours can be clashed ... I
just think anyone who puts yellow and lime together, for
example, looks awful. It’s like a bad cocktail, one that
would repeat on you, I’m sure.’’
Fortunately, there are tricks to avoiding an acid-reflux
ensemble.
Schifilliti recommends looking at websites and
magazines to see how designers have put colours
together. He says examples of labels with interesting
‘‘interpretations’’ of colour include Sydney designers
camilla and marc, Lisa Ho, Kirrily Johnston and sass &
bide.
Melbourne brands known for their playful sense of
colour include Obus, which has adopted a Mexican theme
inspired by Frida Kahlo this season, and Gorman.
Ward has used Zara, Josh Goot, Ellery, Sportsgirl and
Dion Lee to style M’s ‘‘colour’’ fashion shoot.
‘‘All those labels have done it really well,’’ she
says. ‘‘I think it’s about getting the intensity of
the colour right, then putting colours together
that are harmonious in intensity.’’
Two of her favourite combinations are
bright emerald green paired with midintensity blues, as well as grass-green
with cobalt blue.
O’Connor says sticking to one label,
or picking garments in bold prints or
colour blocks, allows the designers to
match colours for you.
‘‘Country Road, for example, are doing
fantastic block colours and stripes in red, green and
navy,’’ she says. ‘‘Or look out for a dress or a top in two
or three block colours. That way, the integration’s already
done for you.’’
Another rule of thumb is to keep your outfit to a
maximum of three colours.
‘‘I think a top, pants and bag in different colours is
enough,’’ O’Connor says.
‘‘And if you can, keep your body shape in mind, too.
Dark on the top, if you’re busty, or on the bottom if
you’re hippy.’’
Of course, those at the pointy end of fashion will take
the look much further. And in some ways, bright clashing
colours are so bad, they’re good. Much like an ’80s
cocktail.

Josh Goot green silk
shirt, $495; Josh Goot
silk pants, $595;
Ellery Evolved Yellow
Jacket lace, silk and
diamante collar coat,
$2500; Cutler and
Gross yellow frames,
$495, from Christine;
Zomp emerald suede
heels, $190.

